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ABSTRACT

This study of the transverse focal region of a spherical
reflector includes theoretical analyses centered on
geometric optics, on vector polarization and on diffrac-
tion integrals of phy'ical optics and their evaluation
by the method of stationary phase. The results of the
numerical evaluation of the focal region field for an
incoming wave of uniform amplitude and phase agree with

- experimental measurements taken on a 10-ft. spherical
reflector operating at 24 Gc. An annular step disc feed
was designed using the calculated field as a basis.
This transverse feed is designed to correct for spherical
aberration over an included angle of the sphere of 120
degrees. The measured secondary patterns show agreement
with the theory in the region of the main lobe. The
disagreement in the area of the side lobes is attributed
partly to blockage introduced by the feed horn support
and partly to incomplete control of illumination ampli-
tude. Methods are described for minimizing complexity
due to polarization and for determining feed distributions
required for non-uniform amplitude aperture distributions.
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SUCTIO 1

Whis report concludes a study for AFCRL on Contract AF 19(628)-2758
"Transverse Antenna Feds". The purpose of the study is first* to evaluste

the electromanetic field In the focal region of a spherical reflector and
second, to design a transverse antenna feed array that will correct for the
inherent spherical aberration of the sphere and provide limited beam scan-
ning at microwave frequencies.

The evaluation of the focal-region fields includes theoretical and experi-
mental portions. Previous reports issued on this contract (References I, 2
and 3) cover in detail the theoretical analysis of the spherical reflector.
In Reference 1 are considered useful concepts of geometric optics, namely
ray tracings optical path lengths, description of the focal regions informa-
tion on the circle of least confusion, and elementary Nuygens wave theory.
In Reference 2 polarization effects are analysed by application of the cur-
rent distribution method in determining the scattered fields. Expressions
for the current distribution on the reflector and for the effective currents
that radiating in the direction of the circle of least confusions are
derived. Formulas for the fields reflected from the tangent plane are given
in terms of direction cosines. In Reference 3 these ',sults are applied in
the development of an integral expression for the field in the focal region.
The method of stationary phase is applied to the evaluation of this integral.
Computed numerical results are given for selected cases of interest in terms
of the amplitude and phase of focal-region electric field components parallel
to each of three orthogonal axes.

In the work described above emphasis was placed upon the focusing properties
of the spherical reflector for a point object at a great distance. The focal
region field distributions were computed for this case. The assumption was
made, without loss of generality, that the incoming pane wave received by
the spherical reflector is linearly polarized in the i direction. The range
of validity for the calculated focal region field does not include those
portions of the focal region at, and near to, the caustic surface or the
axial caustic.

one purpose of this report is to cover the experimental evaluation of focal
region fields undertaken to confirm the theoretical results of Reference 3
and to extend the knowledge to the regions of the caustics.

This report extends the theoretical analysis by describing an equivalence
between focal region distributions and far field patterns. A method is
described for transforming the focal region field distribution for a distant
point object into a focal region feed distribution resulting in me of many
usefully tapered aperture distribution functions.
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Another prpose is to describe the development of a transverse feed, the
design of which is based on the knovn distributions of focal region fields,and the experimentally determined performance of this feed in successfu•ly
approximating a unifornm in-phase aperture distribution when used with a
spherical reflector.
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8ECTION 2

I TDCOREICAL DL¶~ZTEATION CF FOCAL REGION FIELDS

2..1 PIVI1, WO ORCGMIC OPTICS

The bphere ls the simplest of all three-dimensional surfaces because its
radius of curvature is constant. Consequently, It has no preferential
direction and every radius (or normal) passes through its center and is an[axis of symmetzy. Also, every plaLs section through the center Is a geat
circle, Thse properties will now be applied to the optics.

Consider a parallel pencil of rays Incident on the concave side of a
spherical cap as In Figure 1. The optics is simplified if the incident ray
through the center 0 4f the sphere, the central ray, is chosen as the axis.
The law of reflection states, (a) that the reflected ray lies in the plane
of Incidence (the plane contaainin the normal to the surface, OB and the
incitent •ay AB), and (b) that the angle of reflection equals the angle of
Incidence. The plane of Incidence therefore contains the center, which lies
on the normal, as welt as the axis, and intersects the sphere in a great
circle. It follows that (a) all froblsau of reflection of a single ray
reduce to that of reflection fran a circle; and (b) all reflected rays inter-
sect the axis. There can therefore be no skew rays (rays that miss the axis),

I as there are in the off-axis illumination of the paraboloid. It further
follows that all inc=ming linearly polarized waves are treated alike.

Incomin rays, parallel to and very near the ray passing through the center
of the sphere# pass through a focus F called the paraxial focus located half-
way down the central ray from the center of curvature to the spherical re-
flector. In general, for any doubly curved reflector all reflected rays are
tangent to two caustic surfaces. A caustic Is defined as the envelope of
reflected (or refracted) rays as the position of the point of Incidence Is
varied. It Is a region of high energy density. All rays incident on the
reflector the sane distance from the central ray, upon reflection intersect
at the same point on this ray. This point moves from the paraxial focus
toward the vertex as the incident rays go from the central ray outwards,
thus forming a line, the axial caustic, which is a degenerate caustic surface.
All reflected rays intersect this line.

Consider now a typical ray AD incident on the spherical reflector at B (see
Figure 1). It is parallel to the central ray and separated from It by a
distance h. Lot the center of the sphere (center of curvature of the re-
flerctor) be O, the point of incidence of the central ray on the reflector be
V.0 and the coordnate system have its origin at 0 and axes as shown. Then h
is the length IM I, where A is the foot of the perpendicular from 0. Lot the
anle between the incident ray and the normal, 4 ABO, be cK. Then by the laws
of reflection noted earlier the angle of reflection,* OWl i alsoc(, and
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Figure 1. Spherical Cap and Incident and Reflected Ray

further, the reflected ray, the normal and the incident ray all lie in the
sawe plane, i.e., points 0, B, A lie in the plane of incidence. But AB is
parallel to VY therefore the plane contains the central ray, and further,
the coordinate angle 0 of the point B equals 0(. Thus the reflected ray
must intersect OV# say at Fl. In terms of our coordinate system, since the
z axis lies along the central ray, GA lies in the x-y plane, at angle 0 with
respect to the x-axis, and the plane of incidence is characterized by the
angles 0 and 0- W. The other two important parameters are h and 9 (or o<).

There is no loss in generality if we let 0 - 0, as in Figure 2. Here again
0 - • , and the reflected ray makes an angle 2@(with the central ray.

Point C can be shown to be on the caustic surface. A narrow bundle of rays
close to AB but in the plane of Figure 2 will focus at C. Figure 3 shows
the caustic surface as the envelope of the reflected rays or the locus of C.
The caustic surface together with the marginal rays as shown in Figure 4
determine by their intersection line ClC1 which is the diameter of "the
circle of least confusion", the smallest circle that contains all the rays.
The marginal ray may be defined as that striking the rim of the spherical cap
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Figure 2. Geometry of Circular Section

reflector as suggested by the figure. More often it is convenient to define
the marginal ray by some value h or 0 * In the case of an antenna
intended for scanning over a widle-ugle,"'Mr example, the edge of the re-
flector would normally be beyond the marginal ray except for near end-of-
scan limit conditions.

The focal region, which is of great interest for the subject of transverse
feeds, lies between the caustic surfaces and between the paraxial focus and
the marginal focus.

Many useful geometric relations with respect to the focal region are formu-
lated in Reference 1 and will not be repeated here.

2.2 THE THREE RAYS AND THEIR DESIGNATION

Any field point lying within the focal region but not on a caustic is
associated with three incoming rays of geometric optics or three regions of
6tationary phase. These are illustrated in Figure 3. The uw.fulness of
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describing focal region effects in terms of these three fundamental con-
tributors is apparent.

It is convenient to designate the innermost ray, i.e., the one with smallest
value of h or 0 and labeled (i) in the figurej as Ray 1, the intermediate
ray (ii) as Ray 2 and the outermost ray (iii) as Ray 3. It is to be noted
that Rays 1 and 2 always lie on the same side of the axis as the field point,
whereas Ray 3 always lies on the side of the axis opposite to that of the
field point.

Special cases occur when the field point lies exactly on a caustic. These
are still conveniently described by use of similar ray designations although
the number of rays is no longer three but is either two or infinity. For
example, if the field point lies on the caustic surface, Rays 1 and 2 merge
indistinguishably into a single ray while Ray 3 is a separate ray. On the
other hand, if the field point 1.bes on the axial caustic, Ray 1 coincides
with the axis while Rays 2 and 3 are separate rays but indistinguishable
from one another on the basis of h or 0. Moreover, Rays 2 and 3 exist in
every plane passing through the axis so the field point coincides with the
apex of a cone of an infinite number of rays each inclined at an angle of 20
with respect to the axis.

The regions of stationary phase fcllow these same rules inasmuch as the
method of stationary phase is being applied to describe-the same phenomenon.
Thus, in the general case three separate regions (1, 2 and 3) exist. For
the field point on the caustic surface only two regions exist. And for the
field point on the axial caustic Region 1 is a spot centered about the axis
while Regions 2 and 3 merge into a single annular region centered about the
axis.

2.3 SIMPLIFIED DESCRIPTION OF FOCAL REGION FIELD

It is useful to consider a simplified description of the focal region field
distribution. Great simplification results if the polarization of the wave
is neglected. This will be done here. (It will be shown in Section 5.0 that
for the case in which the radiating elements of the feed are of a certain
class no loss of validity is caused by neglecting polarization effects.) The
net field at a generalized field point is composed of contributions from
three regions of the reflector surface. In this geometric optics analysis
these regions become three points, each corresponding to a ray. Knowledge of
the amplitude and phase of the contribution corresponding to each of these
rays and variation of the same with respect to field point coordinates is
sufficient to estimate the general character of the focal region field distri-
bution.

The amplitude of the contribution can be expressed in terms of the ratio of
two cross sectional areas of a pencil of rays, namely. the area at the
aperture plane and the area on the spherical feed surface. (The focal regions

8
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in the cases of most interest are spherical-cap circular areas subtending
only 5 or 10 deoees in diameter so these may be considered to be plane
surfaces for sme purposes.) It is convenient to consider the Ancoming
pencil to consist of a hollow tube with a radius h and a wall thickness dh,
see Figure 5. The projection of this pencil on the feed sphere with radius
r is an annulus subtending a half angle 0 and having a width d_. PFaer
density at the feed surface relative to thit at the aperture pl1mi of an
incoming wave is the reciprocal of the area ratio or

2 W h dh h

!- 2'ler psiny pde r. sin@ pdQ p/dh

which may be evaluated readily from computed tables of the component factors.

The graph of Figure 6 shows the variation of this power density for each of
the three contributing rays (curves A, B and C) over the focal region for a
typical case (r a 0.56). Curve D represents the sum of the power density
v10'es of the tiree contributions. This is the power distribution if the
co- 'ributions are combined randomly in phase so It is also the most probable
distribution when phase information is lacking or is neglected. Curve E
represents the power distribution if the contributions are combined in phase
or 51ed in field. This is a possible (although improbable) condition for
restricted values of 0

It is Interesting tj note that when this set of curves is superimposed upon
a similar plot of the corresponding calculated principal-polarization focal-
region distribution so that the highest peak of the latter is tangent to the
Curve E, then the calculated distribution curve lies above and below the
power sum curve, Curve D, for about one half of the total angular extent.
(An example is shown later in Figure 17.) In this test case, at least, the
designation "most prQbable" is apparently appropriate for the pcer sum curve.

A noticeable feature of this graph is the trend toward infinite power densi-
ties at the caustics, namely, at 0 above 2.5 degrees for Rays 1 and 2 and
for the sum curve, and at 0 a 0 f8r Rays 2 and 3 and for the sum curve.
This is a manifestation of the incompleteness of adequacy of the geometric
apprximation in these areas. Other conditions are also noteworthy. Ray 1
has a finite minimun it the axis. Ray 2 is the strongest ray throughout the
focal region and represents approximately half of the total power, that is,
Curve B lies about 3.db below Curve D. Rays 1 and 3, though individually
weaker than Ray 2, have sufficient combined amplitude throughout the 0
range that a three-ray vector sum of zero amplitude is possible for certain
relative phase conditions.

9
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The relative phase of the three contributions is controlled by path-length
as described earlier in References 1 and 3. The _ versus path-length curve
(Figure 28 of Reference 1) is a particularly usefua display of path-length
relationships. General expressions for several characteristic dimensions of
a generalized curve of this type as functions of r. are shown in Figure 7.

Dimension so the arc length of the caustic may be expressed by

s . - -3-3rc 2 )1/2

(This results from combining equations 23 and 24 of Reference 1)

Dimension Ao the difference between path-lengths for Pay 3 and Ray 1 (or
Ray 2) at 0 a -0c1 is determined from computed tables of these path-lengths
because no iimplecexplicit expression for the Ray 3 path-length is known.
The near-perfect straightness of the A curve in the logarithmic graph is
unexpected because the determination of the data was so involved. Over the
range displayed in the figurep however, the curve is described simply by the
empirically fitted expression:

A * 71 (r. -0o5)1"856

The other dimensions may be expressed as follows by rearranging known
relationships:

Ba 1 2r - 22r~ Pp

C m a - (r p- 0.5)

All dimensions above are normalized with respect to the radius of curvature
of the spherical reflector, R.

The rate of change dL/dQ p at the regions of the caustics is of importance
in determining beamidths Now dL/dB P -h so that at the axial caustic
region where 0 0 for Ray 1:

32
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dL/dQp, no

and for Rays 2 and 3:

dL/dp . ho [ (2r,)2.l] 2rp

At the caustic surface region Op a *c# rp m rc and for Rays I and 2:

4 2 a I + 3h2 2 I + 3hc2 so

IdL/d0Q (2rD). / a hc

A similar closed expression for hb, the h of Ray 3 for .0.101, has not
been obtained. Howeverp calculated tables show that theptotai•te of change,
h + h~(Raysl1and 2 vsRay 3)is equal to1/1.15 times2h, within an error

lee than 6 percent for r. values from 0.51 to 0.60.

In the region of the axial caustic the structure of the focal region distri-
bution is dominated by the contributions of Rays 1 and 2 which are strong
relative to that of Ray 3 and which are varying in path-length with 0 at
rate h in opposite directions for a total relative path-length rate Bf 2ho.
The main lobe of the distribution is characteristic of the pattern of a
ring aperture and follows the function J (u) where u - (2 "OThoR/A) sin Op.
The first null occurs at u - 2.4048 raditns. At the null

sinG Opa2.4048 1/2-khOR.

For large apertures h R/X. is large so sin 0 n , and the full width from
null to null (or mini& to minimum) of the Pmainplobe Is

20p 2.40Q48 X / rho radians or

43.8 '-/hoR degrees.

14



The distance masur* circumferentia W along the surface of the feed sphere
corresponding to the null-to-null angle of the main lobe is

Note the independence of this distance with respect to the radius of
curvature of the reflector and the dependence only upon rp and A.

Lobes other than the main lobe will occur close to the axial caustic If the
aperture is large in wavelengths. The null-to-null width of such a lobe is
the interval of %P required to change the relative path-length by one wave-
length or

Al• a- •-o - - radians or

28.65 degrees.
h0R

In the region of the caustic the lobes will be 2ho/(hc + hm) times as wide
(or 1.15 for r p from 0.51 to 0.60.

Cross-polarized energy will appear in a Jl(u) distribution which has a null
at OP - 0 and a null-to-null bemwidth of tka first lobe of

A!lop 3.31 radians or" 2 JrhoR

hoR degrees.

When the b-ove beamidth formulas are applied to the case of r a 0.563 and
i a 140 X agreement with the method of stationary phase calcultions and to
the experimental measurements is found to be within about 5 percent in most
Instances.

This simplified description is least useful in the middle portion of the
range of 0 < 0 < because the power density values for the three rays are
nearrly the andcbecause the path-length of each ray is varying completely

15



Independently. The number of lobes in this region and the average level may
be predicted with useful accuracy, however.

The work reported in References 2 and 3 extends the description of focal
region fields beyond the limitations imposed on geometric optics. In that
work the effects of polarization are fully accounted for. The induced cur-
rent on the reflector and the effective current are used to calculate the
scattered fields. These fields, expressed by an integral equation, were
evaluated by the method of stationary phase using the initial terms of
fTylor series expansions, to give first-order correctness. The reader is
referred to the cited references for complete detail.

2.4 EQUIVALUCE BETA= PATTERNS AND DISTRIBUTIONS IN A SP1ERICAL SYSTEM

It is useful to recognize basic relations existing between the (secondary)
radiation pattern and the (primary) field or feed distribution in a spherical
reflector antenna system.

In the analysis of this section only an all spherical, all concentric re-
flector system will be considered., Furthermore, the analysis will be limited
to those cases in which the diffraction effects at the edge of the reflector
are negligible. Obviously it is not valid to neglect edge effects in the
general case, however, in most conceivable practical end designs the illumi-
nation amplitude at the edge of the aperture is small compared to that of the
center portion. Furthermore, for scanning antennas of the subject type for
conditions at or near the mid-scan condition the physical edge of the re-
flector is beyond and remote from even the low-amplitude edge of the usefully
illuminated portion of the reflector. Thus, the edge illumination and edge
effect are small, or can be made small, for mid-scan conditions in a proper
design. Upon this basis rests the validity for neglecting edge effects in
this analysis.

It is also assumed that polarization effects are taken into account separately
by, for example, the use of elements that are free of response to cross
polarization components or by imposing conditions upon the attitudes of the
sampling probes and point source.

In a system of specific proportion operating at a specific wavelength and
centered upon point 0 the transmission between P1 , a point on the feed
surface, and P2 , a point at a semi-infinite distance, depends only upon the
angle P0 OP , or 0. This is obvious since the angular attitude of the
spherickl Ueflector can have no significance when edge effects are negligible.
It is also obvious that 0 may be varied in identical manner by moving P1 or
moving P2 .

It can be stated by application of the principle of reciprocity that if F (0)
is the field spatial distribution function at P1 for reception from a unii-
strength point source at P2, and if F2 (Q) is the field spatial distribution

16



function P for reception from a unit-strength point source at P , where
functions f (e) and F (0) include both amplitude and phase, then½Pl(G) and
Fl,() are iaentical •±&ctions, that is F1 (0) - F (9). This includes all
erfects9 such as aberration, diffraction, etc.p Ln is limited only by the
stated assumptions. The transmission between point radiators at P and P
is independent of the direction of propagation. Therefore, the feid surface
field distribution for receiving is exactly equivalent to the secondary
pattern (either transmitting or receiving) for a point feed.

A similar but apprcximate relationship may obtain for a non-epherical system,
particularly for one with a focal length long compared to the diameter, over
a narrowly restricted angular range. The exactness of the relationship in
the spherical case is important as it permits direct calculation of the
secondary pattern resulting from any complex feed distribution extending over
appreciable angular range. The calculation process may be extremely complex.
In many cases it may be impractical.

The function F(p0, 0) representing the focal region field distribution for
reception from a remote point source is theorized upon reversal of sign of
the phase angle to become the function approximately representing the feed
distribution producing a far-field pattern of a uniformly illuminated
aperture. The aperture is concentric with the sphere and has a radius equal
to the height, h1 of the marginal ray. The basis for this theorem is the
conjecture that a large section of a wave whose direction of pro.Pagation is
reversed everywhere along its frontal extent will retrace its previous wave
paths. The theorem lacks a rigorous basis., but it is considered to be a
useful tool nevertheless.

The experimental transverse feed described in this report supplies partial
confirmation of this theorem to the extent that it was designed to establish
a feed distribution following the field distribution and to the extent the
far field patterns did simulate those of the uniform aperture.

2.5 FEED DISTRIBUTIONS FOR OTHER THAN UNIFORM APERTURE DISTRIBUTIONS

Another important relationship has been found which enables new feed distri-
bution functions to be synthesized which will produce any one of a large
group of useful aperture distributions by taking a convolution of the focal
region field (Reference 4). For simplicity in explaining this relationship
the designation FI(Q) will be used for the function describing either the
receiving focal region field distribution for an incoming plane wave or the
feed distribution producing a uniform plane wave at the aperture. It is
understood, howeverp that these functions differ in the sign of their phase
angles. Additionally, it is assumed here again that FI(Q) is independent of

p and of polarization effects.

17
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A feed distribution may be made by superimposing any number of individual
F (0) distributions differing in location on the feed surface by lateral
t4 anslation (actually translation of the axes of F (0) in angle to a new
origin at coordinates 0 , 0 ) and differing in amphltude and in phase. This
discussion is limited t8 thise translated laterally, but all fed in the same
amplitude and phase. In this case the resultant aperture distribution is
the result of superposition of a number of equal-strength plane waves which
are all in phase at the center point of the circular aperture but which are
inclined in angle corresponding to the coordinates (0@p P p).

A most interesting result is obtained when the centers of an infinite number
of Fl(Q) distributions are uniformly spaced around a circle defined by
S= A," where A is a constant ang:le. Then the aperture distribution, the

siperposition of an infinite number of plane wave conponents each tilted also
in angle , is rotationally syummetric and may be expressed simply by:

J0 (vr)

where v a Rhmx A X/2

= phase displacement at outer edge of each component
plane wave, in radians,

and r - h/hmax

- relative radius coordinate.

The normalized pattern function of this distribution my be shown to be:

SvJ (V)J0(u)-uJ0 (v)J1 (u )

g(Oj) (v -u) A l(v)

where u " 2W•h h Rsino

The aperture distribution efficiency may be expressed by:

Yl ad 2 Zo~)

18
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Derivation of these expressions is given in Appendix A. Other treatments of
the J (vr) distribution may be found in References 5 and 6.

A value of v - 2 radians corresponds to an edge illumination level of about
-13 db and an aperture distribution efficiency of 0.87. The main features of
the pattern are:

Half-power point at u - 1.84

1/10-power point at u m 3.16

First null point at u - 4.74

First sidelobe peak at u - 5.75

First sidelobe level 0.06 or -24.4 db.

In the more general case the aperture distribution function is the Fourier
Transform of the convolution locus. For the J (vr) distribution the convolu-
tion locus is a circle with an angular radius K 8r . For a sin u/u distri-
bution in one plane the convolution locus is a straight line. The convolution
locus can be a point, array of points, a line, circle, solid area, etc. The
amplitude may be tapered and even and odd symetry may be included for more
nearly perfect generality so that the transformation of the original F (Q)
for uniform illumination to that for almost any new illumination functions is
possible. This method of approach is recognized as being powerful and
pronises much upon receiving future application in the spherical reflector
case.

Sletten et al (Reference 7' have demonstrated effective beam synthesis tech-
niques with specific reference to line source antennas. The possibility is
pointed out here of adapting these techniques for the spherical reflector
applying them directly fa- beam shape control in a single plane and by
possible extension of development to separate control in two planes.
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SECTION 3

EXPERMENTAL DETMINATION OF FOCAL REGION FIELDS

3.1 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

An experimental set-up was established to obtain corroborative information
on the theoretically determined focal region field distribution and to test
the performance of a correcting transverse feed. The set-up is the equivalent
of a secondary pattern test range comprising a radiating source terminal at
one end and a receiving and recording terminal including the spherical re-
flector at the other (Figure 8).

A 10-foot diameter spherical reilector having a radius of curvature of 5.75
ft., was made available by Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratory. This
reflector had been constructed for a study described in Reference 8. This
made the construction of a .ew spherical reflector unnecessary so an active
plan to build one of concrete was abandoned. The concrete construction tech-
nique is described in Appendix B.

An operating frequency of 24.0 Gc was selected for the experimental work.
All tests were made at this frequency. At this frequency the radius of
curvature corresponds to 140 wavelengths (R a 140 7.) and the spherical cap
having a diameter of 100 wavelengths subtends only 42 degrees at the center
of the sphere. Thus, aperture diameters in the range of most practical
interest, i.e., well above 100 wavelengths, are available for subtended
angles in the range of 60 to 70 degrees.

The reflector is supported rigidly in a fixed attitude with its &xis of
symmetry directed accurately to the remote source antenna. A test pedestal
is affixed to the reflector support structure in such a way that the axis of
rotation intersects the axis of symmetry of the reflector orthogonally at
the center of curvature of the spherical reflector. The axis of symmetry of
the reflector is nearly horizontal and the axis of rotation of the test
pedestal is nearly vertical. It is convenient to neglect the small amount of
tilt in the following description and to speak of the axis of rotation as a
vertical axis and all measurement cuts as horizontal planes. An adjustable
extendible fixture attached to the turntable of the pedestal supports a test
probe or a feed at any preset combination of height and radial distance from
the center of curvature. Provisions are also included for presetting the
angle (the "mast head angle") oetween the probe or feed axis and the radius
line to the axis of rotation as well as the angle (the polarization angle)
about the probe or feed axis.

Two types of field exploring probes were used. The first is designed to
sample either one of the two tangential components of field, i.e., those
components perpendicular to the radius vector of the sphere. The radiating
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Figure 8. Spherical 'Reflector at Receiving Terminal With Probe for Sampling
Tangential Component of Focal Region Field in Experimental Set Up

NOTE that the bright line of reflected light is due to the machine marks on
the surface of the reflector and that its position slightly off the
principal axis of the reflector is due to the displacement of the flash
bulb above and to the right of the viewing camera.
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portion of this probe is the uncovered end of a rectangular waveguide loaded
with dielectric material (dielectric constant of 10) and having internal
cross-sectional dimensions of 0.15 and 0.30 wavelengths. The measured
pattern consists of a broad lobe corresponding closely in the H-plane to the
cosO pattern of a short dipole and approximately an omni-directional pattern
in the E-plane but decreasing 1 db from the peak at @ - +40 degrees and 2 db
from the peak at +77 degrees. Thus within the angular region over which the
probe receives effective contributions from induced currents in the spherical
reflector the probe is a near equivalent of a short magnetic dipole.

The second probe is designed to sample the radial component of electric field.
It consists of a thin (0.01 wavelength radius) monopole extending 0.23 wave-
length from the center of circular ground plane which has a diameter of 10
wavelengths. The edge of the ground plane is provided with a toroidally
curved portion having a minor radius of one wavelength. The measured E-plane
pattern within the angular region utilized in the spherical reflector is
within +1 db of that of a quarter-wave monopole over an infinite plane re-
flector. This allowable departure of the measured pattern from the ideal is
attributable to diffraction at the edge of the ground plane disc.

The source consisting of a klystron oscillator, cavity wavemeter, power
supply, power monitor and conventional paraboloidal antenna is mounted at the
100-foot level of a tower 900-feet from the spherical reflector. The antenna
is linearly polarized and arranged so that the plane of polarization may be
preset by mechanical adjustment to give vertical, horizontal, 45-degree or
other polarization. A survey of the field distribution of the received wave
in front of the aperture of the spherical reflector indicates that the effect
of any spurious path contribution upon focal-region measurements is negligible.

It is necessary to recognize certain differences between the conditions
assumed in the theoretical determination of focal region fields and the con-
ditions existing in the experimental measurements. Two principal differences
reside in the kind and the attitude of the exploring probe. In the theoreti-
cal determination the electric field is resolved into components along the
"T', Tand I directions. This is equivalent to computing the response of small
electric dipoles alined in these directions, respectively. In the experi-
mental work the probe for sampling tangential polarization components is a
magnetic dipole, to a close approximation, at least, as far as its response
in the direction of interest is concerned. This difference in kind of
sampling dipole leads to a difference in the orientation of the resulting
field distribution with respect to the polar angle 0. The resolution of this
difference is accomplished completely by a simple 90-degree change in 0.
Thus a far-field pattern or focal-region distribution taken in the plane of
the exploring dipole is the same for an electric dipole as it is for a
magnetic dipole although it is an E-plane pattern (distribution) in the first
case and an H-plane pattern in the other. The probe used for experimentally
sampling the radial component of field being a short electric monopole,
approximates an electric dipole in the directions of interest so no correc-
tion needs to be applied in that case.
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The movement of the exploring probe in the experimental case is accomplished
by rotation about an axis through the center of curvattire of the sphere. This
affects the attitude of the dipole with respect to % T k directions. There-
fore;, except for the single case wherein the probe dipole axis and alis of
rotation are parallel, the probe dipole does not remain parallel to T, T or
direction as 0p is varied. The departiLre from parallelism is slight. In the
worst case, in which the axis of the probe dipole lies in the plane of pattern
measurement, the amount of departure from parallelism is equal to 0 p the
range of which for typical focal regions is +e degrees or less. Because of
the smallness of this deperture it is not expected to contribute materially
to differences between theoretically and experimentally determined field
distributions.

~~1er attitude used In experiment is probably a better choice than the
i, attitude for any future work as it more conveniently represents the
conditions existiLs at each of the element locations in a multi-element feed
array disposed on - spherical surface.

A third difference exists in that all theoretical distributions are computed
for plane cuts passing exactly through the principal axis of the system
whereas in the experimental setup certain physical asynmetries and uncertain-
ties render this condition improbable. Consequently some distribution
features, namely the on-axis nulls for the cross-polarized component of
field, may be expected to be modified or obliterated.

3.2 RESULTS OF MCPDMTAL REMt

Typical measured focal re.,:' distributions in the principal planes are shown
in Figures 9 and 10 with .- eresponding computed distributions. The vertical
position of each computed curve has been adjusted to best display the degree
of agreement.

In theory there is no response in the principal planes to the tangential
cross polarization component. Experimentally the tangential cross polariza-
tion response (not shown in the figures) is typically a misshapen replica of
the principal polarization response having a peak level 17 to 23 db below
the peak of the principal polarization response.

The radial polarization component in the 0 m 0 plane is shown in Figure 11
in comparison to the corresponding computed k polarization component.

The experimental and computed distributions for the principal planes exhibitV a high degree of agreement in all cases.

Planes other than the principal planes are of special interest as all
polarization components have finite response. The • , 45 plane typifies
the non-principal planes.
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Typical measured focal region distributions taken in the 0 * 45 degree plane
are shown in Figures 12 and 13 together with corresponding computed distri-
butions.

The measured principal tangential polarization and the computed i polariza-
tion distributions show good agreement as to overall shape, location and
level of lobes and location of minima. The same is true for the measured
radial cross polarization and the computed I polarization distributions.

Less complete agreement by far is evidenced by the measured tangential cross
polarization and the computed T polarization distribution. In this case the
amplitude level of the cross-polarized component is known relative to that
of the principal polarization beam maxima for both experimental and com-
puted cases. Figure 12 shows these two distributions in proper relative
awmlitude. The measured level is considerably lower than that indicated by
theory. Furthermore, the low level relative to the other two polarization
components together with unavoidable slight degree of misalinement and
asymmetry can readily account for the irregularity of shape of the measured
distribution.

Figure 14 displays the variation with r of the lobe maxima levels of the
principal polarization component. Thispvariation along with that of the
location of the maxima shown in Figure 15 indicates the degree of sensitivity
with respect to the radial dimension.
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SECTION 4

AN EXPERIMENTAL TANSVERSE CORRECTING FEED

4.1 SELECTION OF REFLECTING TYPE ANNULAR STEP DISC FEED

An objective was established to utilize the knowledge of focal region fields
gained from the preceding theoretical and experimental work in the design of
an operating model of a transverse correcting feed. It was desired that the
feed be capable of demonstrating the achievement of uniform amplitude aperture
distribution when illuminating a wide angular portion of the test sphere at
24 Gc.

Thorough consideration was given to several factors prior to the selection of
the type of feed to be used. An array feed would be representative of future
feeds to be designed for electronic beam control. For this reason it was
desirable that the experimental feed be of the array type having a number of
radiating elements excited by a feeding network. However, the formidible
problems associated with the successful execution of a working model of an
array feed operating at 24 Gc were judged to weigh too heavily against use
of the array as the initial experimental feed. A more suitable general type
appeared to be the annular step disc feed, to be described below, a version
of which was selected for the experimental feed.

The principle of the annular step disc feed (ASDF, for short) is illustrated
by Figure 16. A small radiator, a horn for 24-Gc design, illuminates a
circular area in the focal region of the spherical reflector. The second
element of the ASDF is placed to coincide with this area. This disc-shaped
element may be a transmission element (a lens) or a reflecting element (a
mirror). In either case the element is fashioned with concentric annular
zones which introduce stepwise radial variation of phase to the wave contri-
butions leaving the disc in the direction of the spherical reflector. The
phase steps are dimensioned to be equal and opposite in effect to the phase
characteristic due to the spherical aberration. Thus, when the amplitude
distribution across the "output" surface of the disc is made to correspond
closely to the required characteristic a completely corrected feed is the
result. In practice, the required amplitude characteristic is apprcximated
only in overall shape or envelope and details of the amplitude characteristic
are not reproduced.

The transmission type ASDF may employ lenses of natural dielectric, artificial
delay medium, path-length medium, metal-plate waveguide medium or some combi-
nation of these. (See Reference 9 for lens terminology used here.) The
steps in phase may be provided by steps in lens thickness. This method is
similar to that used in conventional zoned lens design except that adjacent
zones in the ASDF differ in phase by approximately 180 degrees. Alternatively,
the phase steps may be provided by variation of the refractive index within
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the lens$ or by controlling the electrical path length in some other way.
For example, a metal-plate lens of the egg-crate type may be fitted with
dielectric phase-shifting inserts of graduated effective phase shift. This
technique is attractive for future application wherein time modulation of
the phase shifter elements can be exploited for obtaining desired rapid
antenna beam control. However, formidible problems seem to rule out the Wie
of this type or any other lens except a natural dielectric lens for experi-
mental work at a frequency of 24 Goc.

The transmission type ASDF has the advantage that the horn does not block the
wave leaving the output side of the lens. Horn energy can be constrained from
spilling over the edge of the lens by the addition of a conical metallic
shroud which may also be used as a mechanical support.

The design of a transmission type ASDF must include consideration of the
strong and variable effect on transmission coefficient at the "output"
surface c' the lens attributable to the wide range of angle of incidence of
the rays leaving the lens. Each spot on the output surface of the lens is
intended to contribute radiation components in three different ray directions
at once. It is apparent that the adequate control of the transmission and
reflection coefficients at this surface cannot be attained without extensive
development.

The reflection type ASDF offers the most straightforward and satisfactory
approach to attainment of the objective established for the experimental pro-
gram. The phase correcting mirror is simply a metallic disc with annular
steps machined into the active face. No dielectric material is used; propa-
gation of the wave beyond the aperture of the horn is under free space con-
ditions.

Control of optical ray lengths is attained solely by control of physical
dimensions of the mirror surface. At 24 Gc these dimensions may be con-
trolled to within a few thousandths of a wavelength. For these reasons the
reflection type of ASDF was selected for the experimental feed. An addi-
tional advantage, the inherent functioning of the ASDF in almost automatically
providing the equivalent of Huygens-source or plane wave radiation, was
recognized later (see discussion of polarization in Section 5).

4.2 BASIS OF DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTAL FEED

The experimental feed is designed to illuminate the area enclosed by the
circle of least confusion at a relative radius r of 0.563. At this radius
the relative height of the marginal ray is 0.5 s that the diameter of the
circular aperture defined by all marginal rays is equal to the radius of
curvature of the reflector. The nominal illuminated aperture of the experi-
mental antenna system is thus 5.75 feet or 140 wavelengths at 24 Gc.
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A horn and an annular step mirror are proportioned to establish over the
circle of least confusion the best approximat;Lon to the principal polariza-
tion component of the computed focal region field with a reversal in sign of
the phase angle. The amplitude and phase of the ?-polarization field distri-
bution computed for 0 a 45 degrees was accepted as the ideal radial, distri-
bution for all values of 0 in the experimental feed,

The selection of the horn and the focal distance between the horn and the
r , 0.563 feed surface was made to achieve several objectives. A distribu-
tc of illumination across the face of the mirror approximating roughly the
envelope of the computed amplitude is desired while, at the same time, a
high spillover efficiency is desired. The horn aperture is to be large
enough to provide a near equality between E and H-plane patterns and a fair
impedance match while small enough that the mirror is in the far field of
the horn. The focal distance is to be large enough to avoid blocking of the
marginal rays by the horn and yet be near the optimal length that results in
the least departure of the mirror from the surface of the rp sphere.

The feed horn has a circular aperture of 0.531 inches (1.08 wavelengths) fed
in th TE'' mode by a long nearly-conical ta8er section from 0.170 x 0.420-
inch waveguide. This horn has E-, H- and 45 -plane main lobe patterns that
are practically identical. The measured l0-db beamwidth of each is 104
degrees. With this horn located at a focal distance of 4.18 wavelengths from
the r sphere the edge of the mirror intercepts the horn pattern at the -6.2
db level. This corresponds to an estimate of 76 percent of the energy in the
lobe impinging on the stepped mirror or a primary spillover efficiency of
-1.2 db. A space taper of -2.4 db combines with the pattern taper to effect
an overall illumination taper at the edge of the mirror of -8.6 db relative
to the center of the mirror. A plot of the illumination of the impinging
wave is shown in Figure 17 together with theoretical curves for comparison.

At the focal distance chosen the horn does not block the marginal rays. The
horn aperture unavoidably does block the paraxial rays. A small obstacle at
the location of the horn aperture will produce an optical shadow 5.4 times its
size at the "vertex" of the sphere on an optical basis. This is almost
negligible. Howeverp the actual shadow and surrounding diffractiNnn disturbance
-will be greater at the operating wavelength and can be expected to have an
appreciable effect.!
The design of the annular steps in the mirror was performed by constraining
the path lengtLk of the horn-to-mirror rays to compensate for the path length
equivalent of the phase characteristics of the computed focal region field.
The mirror Is divided into five concentric annular zones and one central
circular zone. The annular mirror surface zones are conical. The element
of the cone for each annular zone is determined for two design points
corresponding closely to the 9 values at which the computed field intensity
level is -a db from the peak level for that zone. For the inner zones n is
taen at 3 db but for the outer zones a better phase fit was found to exist
for smaller n's (down to 1 db). The central circular z-ne is plane. It is
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determined for a single design point corresponding to , 0.2 degrees. The
interface radii between adjacent zones corresponds to tRe 0 value at vhich
the field intensity reaches a minimum. The design points f8r the zones are
shown relative to the computed phase in Figure 18. At these points the phase
compensation is nominally correct. For other points the error in phase com-
pensation my be estimated from the departure of the straight lines (repre-
senting zones) from the computed phase points.

A cross-section of the mirror for the ASDF is shown in Figure 19. The axial
hole was provided for alignment and centering use. It has no electrical
function. The diameter of this holep 0.38 wavelengths, is small enough to
avoid any electrical effect due to its presence in the center of the zeroth
zone. The departure of the mirror surface from the r a 0.563 sphere is a
mAluIM of 0.1M wavelength. The design was adjusted so that a balance was
maintained between the maximum positive and negative values of this departure.
As a result, all points on the stepped mirror lie between the two spheres de-
fined by r a 0.5630 + .0013. This was accomplishedo in part, by setting the
total pathýlength for the zeroth zone and for the fifth zone to differ from
the total path length for the other zones by -l and +1 wavelengths, respec-
tively. The term total path length is used here to describe the composite of
(a) the path length from the horn to the design point plus (b) the path length
equivalent of the phase angle of the computed focal region field. (Since the
field at may one point in the focal region, in general, is the resultant of
waves arriving from three different directions over wave paths differing by
ayW wavelengths the absolute length of the path component (b) above has no

major significance.)

Figure 20 shows the horn and stepped mirror of the experimental ASDF. The
rigid bracket supporting the horn from the edge of the mirror is shown. The
feed is held In the experimental set-up by an attachment at the back of the
mirror which can be preset to place the plane of the horn support at an angle
of 0, 45 or 90 degrees with respect to the plane of the pattern measurement.
The horn can be preset in its supporting clamp at any desired angle of
polarization with respect to the plane of the horn support. It may be noted
that one plane cutting the axis of the feed coincides with the split in the
horn support clamp and that the major portion of the horn support lies to one
side of this plane.

4•.3 EXFPIZ AL EMALATION OF ASDF

The test set-up described in Section 3.1 was used with minor changes to
measure the patterns of the spherical reflector excited by the ASIF. A
fixed attenuator pad (19.4 db) was placed between the feed and the mixer
unit of the receiver to avoid non-linearity of response due to signal over-
load of the mixer. A calibrated variable attenuator was inserted in the
source antenna feed line to provide accurate measurement of level difference.
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A representative set of recorded patterns is shown in Figure 21 for the case
of feed horn polarization perpendicular to the plane of the horn support. The
upper patterns are for the principal polarization for the three conditions of
the feed attitudes

a. Horizontal polarization (E-plane pattern)

b. 45-degree polarization (45-degree pattern)

c. Vertical polarization (H-plane pattern)

The patterns In the lower portion of the figure are plotted to the sae
relative scale and chow the response for the sam feed polarization conditions
as a, b and c above but for the source polarization rotated 90 degrees from
its attitude in a, b and c, respectively. This is the cross-polarized re-
sponse of the antenna. The figure presents an overall picture of the
patterns showing shape and degree of symmetry. Beamwidths, sidelobe levels,
etc., may be read more accurately from following tabulations which include,
in some instances, necessary compensating corrections for minor recording
system non-linearities.

Figure 22 shohs a representative set of patterns recorded for the case of
feed horn polarization parallel to the plane of the horn support. These
patterns were recorded earlier in the program than those of the previous
figure and the lesser degree of symnetry displayed here is attributed to the
inc-.plete recognition, at that time, of the importance of critical adjust-
ment of the masthead angle between the feed axis and the radius line to the
axis of cotation. It was subsequently determined that the decibel difference
In level between right and left sidelobes is changed at the rate of about
2.1 db per degree as this angle is changed over a small range. It is possible
that the cross-polarization level is similarly sensitive to this angle.

The two previous figures were for the feed set close to its design position
at r - 0.563. Figures 23 through 26 summarize the results of pattern
chM.8es as the feed position is varied. The abrupt rise of one of the l0-db
beamwidth curves to the right of r - 0.565 is caused by the inclusion of a
first sidelobe or shoulder at the RO-db level.

In general, It may be noted• in Tables 1 and 2 that at and near the design
value for r the maximum sidelobe level is about 2 db lower for the perpen-
dicular polarization conditien than it is for parallel polarization for a
corresponding attitude of the plane of the horn support* In general, the
maximum sidelobe level for H-plane patterns is lower (by a maximum amount of
2 db) than for the corresponding E-plano patterns. Also, in general, the
sidelobe level is about 4 to 5 db lower for horn support in the plane of the
pattern than it is for the horn support perpendicular to the plane of support.
Therefore, the dominant cause of difference in sidelobes may be attributed to
the attitude of the horn suppor't structure with respect to the plane of the
pattern and with respect to the plane of polarization. This conclusion is
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consistent with the known facts that a given optical strip blockage of the
horn support should have a greater effect in raising sidelobes when perpen-
dicular to the plane of pattern and a greater effect when parallel to the
plane of polarization.

The measured patterns for perpendicular polarization in the H-plane are thus
closest to the theoretical patterns for an unblocked circular aperture as
shown by the comparison in Table 3.

The response of the experimental antenna was measured relative to a
standard-gain pyramidal horn antenna placed immediately before the aperture
of the spherical antenna. The pyramidal horn has a gain of 24.7 db. A
uniformly illuminated circular aperture of 140-wavelength diameter (the design
aperture) has a gain of 52.9 db.

The response of the antenna for the design condition based on the average of
ten independent measurements for polarization perpendicular to the plane of
the horn support is 4 decibels below that of the uniform aperture. The re-
sponse for polarization parallel to the plane of the horn support is 6
decibels below that of the uniform aperture based on six independent measure-
ments. These figures are subject to a possible erzrr ectimated to be about
+1 db due to limitations of the test set-up.

The -4 and -6 db values represent the overall antenna efficiency values for
the two cases of interest. It is possible to account for -2 db of the total
in each case by accumulati the estimated effects of primary spillover
(-1.2 dbj blockage (-0.7 db) and reflector surface roughness (-0.1 db). The
primary spillover was discussed in Section 4.2. The blockae figure is based
on the loss of illuminated area due to optical shadowing (a)of 47 square
inches of tha spherical reflector by the feed horn and by the mounting clamp
of the feed horn support and (b) of 224 square inches of the main aperture by
the feed support mast and by the three struts which are visible in Figure 8.
In 1960 the surface of the reflector was reported in Reference 6 to be within
+0.014 inch of a true spherical surface. After allowance for effects on the
surface of handling and aging the root-mean-square surface deviation is
estimated to be 0.007 inch which corresponds to a surface roughness loss of
0.1 db.
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SECTION 5

CONCLUMIOf8

The studies on geometric optics have yielded needed insight concerning the
focal region of the spherical reflector. The concepts developed lead to
simple expressions for many useful relationships in the analysis and
synthesis of spherical antennas, The geometric optics approach by itself
is incapable of completely describing the focal region effects. The next
step includes application of physical optics and the more nearly complete
accounting for diffraction effects but is based on the results of the
geometric optics. This stop# using the method of stationary phase for
asymptotic evaluation of the integral expression for fields due to reflector
currents, resulted in the numerical evaluation of focal region fields in
amplitude and phase for three orthogonal components of polarization. Accuracy
of the first order way is attributed to this specific technique because only
the initial terms in two Taylor series expansions were retained. Useful plots
for focal regions between the caustics were obtained for a number of sets of
conditions.

One set of conditions was experimentally duplicated using a 10-ft. spherical
reflector at 24 Go. Movable electric and magnetic dirole-like probes were
used to determine the amplitude character of the focal region fields.

The degree of agreement between the calculated amplitude and the measured
amplitude distributions is good. Within that region not closer than about
0.5 degree to a caustic the calculated and measured curves are remarkably
similar with respect to the levels shape, beamwidth and location of the
multiple lobes that typically make up the distribution, Low-level field
portions and nulls, are less in agreement than are the lobes. Howeverp the
difference often is avidenced more as an asymmetry in the experimental data
than as a basic or characteristic difference between theory and experiment.

The validity and effectiveness of both the theoretical and the experimental
techniques used to determine f'ocal region fields have been established by
the high degree of similitude exhibited by the calculated and measured ampli-
tude distributions for the principal polarization component. The shape of
the amplitude distribution Is the result of vector summation of multiple
(in general, three) contributions each varying in amplitude and phase with
respect to the field point position coordinates. It follows that the correct
shape can be calculated only provided that the contributions are correct in
both phase and amplitude at least in relative sense with respect to one
another. Now since these contributions are often varying rapidly in both
absolute and relative phase because of the multiple wavelength path-lengths
it appears quite improbable for the calculated relative phases are in error.
Thus the calculated focal region field phase distributions are indirectly
confirmed by the experimental amplitude measurements. The proper performance
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of the annular step disc feed, the design of which is critically dependent
upon the calculated phase distribution. furnishes additional verification of
the calculated phases.

The annular step disc feed is a new form of correcting feed having a
simplicity of construction that makes it attractive for the first experi-
mental model work. The annularly stepped zones on the face of the feed
mirror are designed to pre-distort the spherical wave from the little feed
horn so as to establish a corrected reflected wave progressing toward the
spherical reflector. The correction is primarily a phase correction based
on the calculated knowledge of the focal region field for an incoming
uniform plane wave; only a rough control of amplitude distribution is
accomplished by proportioning of the feed horn and the stepped mirror.

The annular step disc feed was built to find out if it is possible to correct
for spherical aberration in a transverse feed so as to feed a wide angle of
the sphere effectively. The results of tests show that this can be done.
The feed is designed to excite a spherical cap having a diameter equal to the
radius of curvature, 140 wavelengths. With the corrected feed the reflector
has a secondary radiation pattern similar to that of a 140-wavelength
diameter uniformly illuminated aperture. Noted differences are small in the
main lobe. Experimental sidelobe levels are higher than those predicted by
thcory. This is attributed partly to the blockage effect of the feed horn
support structure and partly to the incomplete amplitude control inherent in
the feed design.

Measured overall antenna efficiency (relative to a 1.O-wavelength diameter
uniformly excited aperture) of -4 db is obtained with about -2 db accountable
to estimated effects of feed horn spillover, blockage and spherical reflector
surface roughness. Thus, the remaining -2 db is a measure of the effective-
ness of the basic design concept.

Although the feed was deliberately designed to match the focal region field
in principal polarization component only, the response of the feed includes
an unexpectedly small cross polarization component. (Much of the measured
cross polarization energy is attributed to lack of perfection in the experi-
mental setup.) It appeared possible to substitute a dually polarized feed
horn for the simple one actually used and thus to obtain readily a dually
polarized antenna system. More importantly, however, the polarization per-
formance of the feed led to the re-examination of the whole role played by
polarization and a new understanding of its control.

It has been pointed out that the variation of the focal region field with
respect to 1 is related to the attitude of the sampling dipole. The
electric dipile was used as a basis for all theoretical calculations while
the equivalent of a magnetic dipole was used in the experimental work.
Nevertheless, excellent agreement was obtained between experiment and theory
by accounting for the difference in kind and in attitude of the sampling
dipole.
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An electric dipole oriented in the i o' and k directions will respond to
those same components of electric field and will have response variation
with 0 for an incoming wave of T polarization as follows, respectively

I - k cos 2ap for P

sin 20 f or 3,and
coo for pi o

The coefficient k is a function of Q., r. and R/;t.

A magnetic dipole with its axis in the i, 3 and k directions will respond
to those components of magngtic field and will have response variation with
p for an Incoming wave of i polarization as follows, respectively

-sin 20P for H Apj

1+ Cos620p for H A and

sin O for H

The principal polarization components of an incoming wave of 0i polarization
are BA and H". Therefore, if an electric dipole along T and a magnetic
dipoli along t are coupled to a receiver in such a manner as to produce
equal and in-phase responses then the combined principal polarization re-
sponse will have no variation with respect to 0 as the + k cos 2$ terms
will cancel. Furthermore, the response to an iRcoming wave of /,ýpj1arisation
will be nil regardless of 0 as the + sin 20 terms representing response to
E. and EV will cancel. Although and lc ments will be present for an
icoming wave of t or S polarization the ~poles produce no response to these
components. Therefore, the combination of dipoles has response to but a
single incoming polarization and this response is completely independent of
variation with 0p.
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This particular combination of dipoles is the equivalent of a Huygens source
(References 10 and 11). For short dipoles the canbination has a rotationally
symmetric pattern represented by

3 + +co 0

where 0 is the co-latitude angle measured from the axis perpendicular to both
dipoles.

It follows that more complex sampling probes consisting of combinations of a
co-polarized Huygens-source-like elements may be expected to have the Sam

freedom from cross-polarization response and variation with 0 . If such
elements are indeed used as sampling probes or as elements in a corrected
transverse feed the analysis is simplified greatly.

The choice of radiating elements used to make up a Huygens-source combination
can be made from a variety of existing radiators including dipoles, loops,
slots, curved current elements, curved slots, horns, open waveguides, and,
perhaps, others. Such choice is appropriate at a later stage of developmient
when more thorough consideration of operative factors may be made.

It may be noted here that the experimental annular step disc feed is shown to
embody characteristics of the Huygens source in a particularly simple feed.
One way of viewing this feed is to consider it as consisting of an array of
many small elements. Each element is a small increment of area of the disc
surface. Each element radiates an increment of area of a plane wave in re-
flecting (or transmitting) the wave originating at the primary feed radiator.
The element radiates a plane wave, or one that is nearly so, because the
element itself is plane and it is in the far field of the primary feed
radiator. The plane wave, having equal strength E and H components, is
equivalent to the desired Huygens source. This view breaks down, of course,
at the step discontinuities where it does not properly take diffraction
effects into account. The validity of the. view is partially established by
the low level of croes polarization exhibited by the feed.

The simplification of the focal region distribution to a rotationally
symmetric single component by use of the polarization viewpoint given above
is considered to be an important step.

A second important step is the discovery of the mathematical tool for trans-
forming the computationally available focal region distribution for uniform
amplitude aperture distribution into new focal region distributions producing
a wide and useful variety of non-uniform aperture distributions. Thus it
appears possible to produce rotationally symmetric aperture distributions for
low sidelobe requirements and odd symmetry distributions for simultaneous or
sequential lobing applications.

I
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This work forms a basis for future deve2lopwmts including control of
secondary beam abaracteristics by ;omtrol of array tye transverse focal
region feeds.
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APPENDIX B

A CONCRETE REFLECTOR FOR EXPERIMENTAL WORK

A problem was presented in the procurerment of a 10 to 14 ft. spherical
metallic surface suitable for use as a microwave reflector in the experimental
investigation. The spherical reflector, unlike those of paraboloidal srape,
is not available in the form of spinnings or machined castings made with
accessible tooling. As a large investment in ncw tooling is not warranted
for a single experimental spherical reflector other approaches were investi-
gated. A practical solution appears to have been found in a preliminary
design based on a concrete shell. The spherical surface is generated by a
sweep template rotating about the reflector. A better spherical surface is
then obtained by applying grout to the concrete. Finally, after a suitable
setting time the surface may be trimmed to a still better spherical shape by
a grinding attachment fitting the same tooling structure as used for the
template. The finished spherical surface is then flame sprayed to produce a
uniform metallic coating.

The principal advantage of the concrete technique is the low cost for producinG
a single reflector having a spherical surface accurate to within +1/32 inch or
less. It is estimated that a 14-ft. diameter concrete reflector havind a
radius of curvature of 14 ft. can be produced at a cost of $7,000, which is
at least 50 percent less than for comparable reflectors by other techniques.
Moreover, the concrete reflector produces exceptional stability during'pro-
longed testing.

The concrete reflector, at an estimated weight of 14,000 lbs., is three to
seven times as heavy as other types. The weight is an acceptable disadvantade
during the initial handling and mounting in the experimental set up. The
weight imposes no additional penalty as the reflector mount is already re-
quired to be highly rigid, and hence strong, in order to maintain low deflec-
tions under wind and other variable loads.

The concrete reflector was not used in this program as a suitable aluminum one
was made available by Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories. However,
this technique of construction appears to have merit for spherical (or other
rotationally symmetric) shapes.
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